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About two million years ago, a new set of fossils began to appear in the human fossil record.
Designated as Homo erectus, they show evidence of increases in. Homo erectus, (Latin:
â€œupright manâ€•) extinct species of the human genus (Homo), perhaps an ancestor of
modern humans (Homo sapiens). H. erectus most likely.
A new theory suggests that Homo erectus was able to create seagoing vessels â€“ and must
have used language to sail successfully.
Homo erectus upright man is an extinct hominid species dating to around million years & most
recently to approximately years ago. Homo erectus .
The extinct ancient human Homo erectus is a species of firsts. It was the first of our relatives
to have human-like body proportions, with shorter.
i>Homo erectus was an ancient human ancestor that lived between 2 million and years ago. It
had a larger body and bigger brain. Homo erectus. Fossils of these short and stocky humans,
with their distinctive skull shape and large brow ridges 'Peking Man' Homo erectus. Homo
erectus is the most recognized species of the Homo genus.
If you're into ancient anthropology, you've probably seen a headline or two touting a new
discovery about Homo erectusâ€”that laziness may.
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